WHAT DOES YOUR CHARM BRACELET REALLY MEAN?

#YOURCHARMSTORY

Heart Charm
A common symbol seen within the jewellery industry, the heart is the universal symbol of love, affection and passion and it comes from the middle ages. It is usually used to represent the love and power as well as guidance and truth. What is the saying, "love is the most powerful charm"? The heart charm is the perfect gift for a loved one.

Tree Of Life Charm
A charm that has increased in popularity in recent years. The Tree Of Life, has a variety of meanings. It has been suggested that the outreach of the branches is a reminder that everything we work is connected. It also creates a symbol for generations of family and has meanings such as harmony, wealth and healing.

Locket Charm
A locket charm whilst not seen as a traditional charm, it is a very popular choice. A locket charm is a way of keeping loved ones close to you at all times. It is worn around the neck and is a symbol of happiness. The locket charm is a very popular choice.

Feather Charm
There are many different interpretations of what a feather symbolizes, some believe they represent freedom, happiness, lightness and protection. It is believed to symbolize such as Charleston. Feather charms are the perfect way to show off your personality. Feathers are a very popular charm.

Butterfly Charm
The butterfly symbolizes transformation through its metamorphosis from caterpillar to chrysalis and ultimate, the butterfly. They can also be related to a symbol of change. This charm can symbolize the perfect gift for someone who is changing or preparing for the new. The best friend or the love of your life may be a suitable choice.

Angel Wing Charm
The angel wing symbolizes spirituality, protection and comfort. The charm is a thoughtful gift to give to a friend or family member the knowledge that they have a guardian angel watching over them. Storing pieces of underwear, other and clothes the angel wing is said to remind those that someone has a guardian angel and that they are not alone.
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